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Abstract
This paper discusses current trends in DeReKo, the German Reference Corpus, concerning legal issues around the recent German copyright reform with positive implications for corpus building and corpus linguistics in general, recent corpus extensions in the genres of popular magazines, journals, historical texts, and web-based football reports. Besides, DeReKo is finally accessible via the new corpus research platform KorAP, offering registered users several new features in comparison with its predecessor COSMAS II.
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1. Introduction
The German Reference Corpus DeReKo is presumably the largest archive of German language texts designed for linguistic research (Kupietz et al., 2010). As of 2018 (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018), it contains more than 42 billion tokens, comprising a multitude of genres such as newspaper text, fiction, or specialised text, with a current growth rate of 3.1 billion word per year. Besides the constant acquisition of new newspaper sources, one focus of corpus extension in the past four years has been on the curation of content from sources of computer-mediated communication (CMC), cf. Margaretha and Lüngen (2014); Schröck and Lüngen (2015); Lüngen et al. (2016).

In 2017, several other new genres that had previously not been available in DeReKo, have been acquired and included in the latest release (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018). These are discussed in Section 3. Likewise as of 2017, the bulk of DeReKo can be accessed online via the new corpus research platform KorAP, offering several new corpus query features, which are discussed in Section 4. Actual and envisioned improvements in DeReKo’s legal status are discussed in Section 2.

2. Legal and Licensing Situation
2.1. License Types
The Institut für Deutsche Sprache (IDS), DeReKo’s host institution, is not the owner of DeReKo’s content. Rather, we have more than 200 license agreements with rights holders, mostly publishers, granting the use of texts for non-commercial, scientific research by registered users and strictly within the query-and-analysis-only framework (cf. Kupietz/Lüngen, 2014) offered through the corpus research interfaces of COSMAS II and KorAP (see Section 3).

Due to the fact that the range of lexicographically edited dictionaries and lexicons on the German language offered by commercial publishers has deteriorated considerably in the last few years, IDS is interested in acquiring additional licensing that would allow for building, editing, and (semi-)commercially publishing fundamentals for comprehensive print and on-line dictionaries based on statistical and lexicographic analyses and evaluations of (parts of) DeReKo, in the future. Such a license extension towards commercial use could also open new application fields e.g. for DeReKo-based language models in commercial contexts and also in academic contexts whenever copies of DeReKo (parts) are required which are currently prohibited by its license terms. Thus, this way the re-usability and productivity of DeReKo could be increased considerably (presented in Kupietz and Belica, 2013), the efforts required for such license renegotiations and their outcome are, however, not yet fully clear.

2.2. 2017 Copyright Reform
To address the new possibilities of distributing and using copyright-protected content that have emerged due to the development of digitisation and the web in the past 20 years, a reform of parts of the German Urheberrechtsgesetz (Copyright Act) has been passed by the German legislator in July 2017. The new “Act on Adapting Copyright to Current Requirements of the Knowledge Society” (UrhWissG, 2017) will enter into force on 1 March 2018. It introduces new exceptions (Schranke) to exclusive rights, regulating how copyright-protected content may be used in the spheres of education and research, and within so-called knowledge institutions. From the perspective of DeReKo and the IDS corpus extension project, the paragraph § 60d on text and data mining in which the term “corpus” occurs several times, is most interesting. It states that available content may, without explicit permission from the copyright holders and for strictly non-commercial research purposes, be automatically reproduced, structured, and categorised for building a corpus which can then be exploited by and shared with a group of users for common research. This TDM exception

cannot be overridden by separate agreements. Upon completion of the research activities, however, the corpus and its copies must be deleted or handed over to an archive, library, or other educational institution. In the explanatory statement of the ministerial draft, it is pointed out that the new law does not imply a right to access copyright-protected material, but that it holds for cases where access is already given e.g. through a library or via the internet (Referentenentwurf, 2017). The said uses require equitable compensation to be paid to the collecting society VG WORT, which means that agreements will need to be negotiated.

While previously the prevailing legal opinion on the redistribution of web content that constitutes a copyright-protected work (das Werk) outside small projects was that an authorisation would have to be obtained form every single author (Beißwenger et al., 2017), the new legal situation will enable us to legally build linguistic corpora by scraping German language content from the web (be it original web genres, CMC, or any kind of documents that are offered openly via the web), and to process, and republish them in DeReKo for analysis by our registered, scientific user community.

### 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Extensions

The most recent DeReKo release (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018) contains over 42 billion tokens. From most sources we continually get new material, and DeReKo’s annual growth is currently at 3.1 billion tokens, see Fig. 1. After a focus on corpora of computer-mediated communication in the last few years (cf. Lüngen, 2017), recent additions to DeReKo comprise a press archive consisting of popular magazines, journals, and daily newspapers, as well as a Football Linguistics Corpus.

![Figure 1: DrReKo-growth from 4 billion words in 2010 to 42 billion words in 2018.](image)

As the bulk of DeReKo has always consisted of text data from daily newspapers, the new acquisitions have improved the genre dispersion in DeReKo in general. In the following, we give a brief description of the new corpora.

### 3.1. Press including journals and popular magazines

In an extended cooperation with a commercial news database provider, DeReKo has acquired new licenses for popular magazines. Most of them are weeklies such as Stern, Brigitte, or Gala, with the editions starting between 2007 and 2015, the earliest already in 1996. 23 of them, i.e. those that contained most data, have been included in the current release (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018). They comprise altogether 90,272,352 tokens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>magazine</th>
<th>start</th>
<th>tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stern</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>50,167,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigitte</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7,643,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hörzu</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5,466,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3,461,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gala</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2,467,552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essen und Trinken</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1,814,979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of popular magazines newly included in DeReKo

Up to now, almost no popular magazines were available in DeReKo, as previously, unlike newspaper publishers, magazine publishers would frequently not hold digital exploitation rights for their content, such that agreements would have to be concluded with every author of an article in such a publication.

By the same cooperation, DeReKo has also acquired licenses for several newspapers previously not contained, mostly regional papers, but also e.g. the nation-wide Die Welt, as well as Dolomiten, the German-language daily with the highest circulation in Alto Adige, Italy. Most of the new titles start in the archive around the year 2000, the earliest one in 1992. Several papers from the north of the German-speaking area are also contained, such as Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung or Ostseezeitung, thus closing a certain gap (cf. Kupietz/Lüngen, 2014) in the regional dispersion of DeReKo. 53 new newspapers comprising altogether 6,248,900,215 tokens are newly included in the release (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018). More (regional and local) newspapers from the same archive will be included in the releases to come.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>daily</th>
<th>start</th>
<th>tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>551,722,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Welt</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>434,170,447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburger Abendblatt</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>346,807,799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomiten (Italy)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>175,355,474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>94,276,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordwest-Zeitung</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>68,421,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostsee-Zeitung</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>37,221,069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Examples of dailies newly included in DeReKo

Finally, the acquired archive contained a set of trade and technical journals, all starting in 2017. They include titles such as allgemeine fleischer zeitung, Deutsches Ärzteblatt, or Technische Textilien. 53 of them comprising altogether 1,183,122 tokens, are included in the latest release. Though
representing a smaller portion than the other extensions, they also improve the dispersion of genres in DeReKo.

Figure 2: Geographical coverage with DeReKo press sources. The size of a circle corresponds to numbers of tokens.

The quantitative regional distribution of all (old and new) press sources in [Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018] is visualised in [2]. To better judge the differences or similarities amongst the new and selected old corpora in DeReKo, we calculated the NMDS-projected distance map based on frequency lists shown in Fig. [3]. In the map, DeReKo as a whole is shown in light blue font and as expected, the corpora of nationwide papers with the greatest extension in the archive (s=Der Spiegel; u=Süddeutsche; z=Die Zeit) lie close to it. Amongst the popular magazines, there is a main group shown in orange, with a cluster of yellow press/women’s/family magazines (dgk, dak, gal, nwt, fis, edf, brg, ndo, elt), and a small cluster of interior design magazines (scw, cou). Ppm and art are a pop science and an art magazine, which for some reason get situated close to DeReKo as a whole, too. The blue group is clustered so closely, but its members lie next to each other and all represent food/cooking magazines (bee, eut, chk). The group shown in gold contains TV magazines (hrz, tvd, gng) and clusters nicely. Outliers different colours are loz (a corpus of fiction), wdp (wikipedia articles), and wdd (wikipedia talk pages). Ph, shown in green, is a monthly psychological magazine.[3]

3.2 Football Linguistics Corpora

Simon Meier of TU Berlin has kindly made available for DeReKo his Football Linguistics Corpora [Meier, 2017] (Meier, 2017), consisting of liveticker protocols and match reports from two different web publishers, from who we subsequently could also acquire the appropriate licenses.

These reports and protocols cover all matches of the national football leagues First and Second Bundesliga, the European Champions and Europa Leagues as well as the Euro Cups, starting in 2006. With altogether 8.85 million tokens, they are part of the current release [Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018] and further strengthen the web genres and the sports domain within DeReKo.

3.3 Textgrid Digital Library

In 2017, we have also prepared an 15 version of the freely available TextGrid Digital Library which had previously been derived from the zeno.org Online Library.[4] It contains more than 2500 fictional and non-fictional texts (from domains such as fiction, fairy tales, (cultural) history, art, music, science, and philosophy) from the beginnings of printing until the first decades of the 20th century, amongst them nearly all German canonical literary texts for which copyright protection has expired (TextGrid, 2016). The TextGrid Digital Library corpus in its 15 incarnation contains almost 170 million tokens.

DeReKo is a corpus of contemporary German and has up to now contained only a few historical corpora, which are considered as "milestones" of the development of the German language i.e. still having influence on and relevance for the current shape of German, such the Goethe corpus or the Grimm corpus. We consider the TextGrid Digital Library relevant in that sense as well.

During the conversion to 15, it turned out that for up to 500 texts or so, only their 20th century publication date was available in a metadata field while the time of their actual creation was hidden in a bibliographic information string or not contained at all in the TEI source. Since 15 provides a dedicated metadata field for the date or period of creation and its specification seems essential for working with DeReKo (e.g. for any analysis of variation in time), we

---


are currently running a post-processing campaign in which the creation dates are being derived from bibliographical information strings or, if not available, from external sources. For this reason, it is not contained in the release (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2018).

4. Querying and analyzing DeReKo

4.1. Now publicly accessible via KorAP

The corpus analysis platform KorAP (Bański et al., 2012; Diewald and Margaretha, 2016) that has been developed at the IDS as a successor to COSMAS II (Bodmer, 1996, 2005) since 2012 has been publicly available for querying DeReKo since May 2017. Compared with COSMAS II, some essential features such as collocation analysis and sorting and aggregation of query hits are still under development. On the other hand, KorAP already offers some unique features for the analysis of DeReKo. One is that KorAP can efficiently query the complete DeReKo-collection with more than 40 billion words in one archive. Even though COSMAS II has no principle token number limitation related to 32 bit integers like many other query engines of its generation (COSMAS II was already designed in 1994), it is in effect limited by memory constraints to currently not much more than 7 billion words with one annotation layer per archive.

4.2. Multiple query languages

One more feature that distinguishes KorAP not only from COSMAS II, but probably from all currently existing corpus query systems is the support for multiple corpus query languages. This allows users coming from different research communities or traditions to readily use KorAP using the language they are accustomed to and enables the user to benefit from combining the advantages of different query languages. The supported query languages currently include the ANNIS Query Language (AQL; Rosenfeld, 2010), Cosmas II (al Wadi, 1994), and Poliqarp (a CQP variant / extension; Przepiórkowski et al. 2010).

4.3. Multiple annotation layers

The support of an in principle unlimited number of linguistic annotation layers was one of the main reasons for the development of KorAP. The goal with regard to DeReKo is to add all annotations that are of interest to users or to tool providers and to make them queryable via KorAP. So far, the spectrum of queryable annotation layers was extended by dependencies and constituents (co-references, RST relations, etc. will follow). In addition, the set of different, competing annotations within one level was extended in order to improve the handling of erroneous and uncertain classifications. The use of linguistic annotations in search queries is often indispensable for the investigation of linguistic phenomena at an abstract level. If, however, they are needed for quantitative investigations, corpus-based hypothesis testing, and even for exploring phenomena beyond the finding of examples, their use is not trivial, and some possible pitfalls have to be considered as they do not have the status of observations, but rather the status of interpretations (Belica et al., 2011). This fact is also relevant for part-of-speech annotations for which an accuracy of up to 97-98% are reported (Giesbrecht and Ever, 2009). One problem even at such low error rates is that errors are not distributed uniformly and with an unfavourable tendency (Belica et al., 2011, p. 466). For typical linguistic questions, lower accuracy values are to be expected since such questions are typically related to less clear or common phenomena and the accuracy of the results for a handful of particular search queries can hardly be derived from the reported average accuracy of the annotation tool. Rather, it must be taken into account that although most constructions are almost always correctly annotated, others are almost always wrong, so that in the case of search requests to the latter, a very low recall must be expected. Since false-negative hits are not visible and thus cannot be easily identified, such a situation can easily lead to misinterpretations.

In order to improve the manageability of annotations, KorAP offers the possibility to use and query arbitrarily many competing annotations. Depending on the task, by using disjunctive queries, recall can be maximized (and false negatives minimized), and by using conjunctive queries, precision can be maximized (and false positives minimized). As shown in table 3 (similar example query in figure 4), the results obtained this way can differ significantly from one another, yielding almost 2 million more results for the disjunctive query than for the conjunctive one.

Furthermore, depending on the phenomenon to be investigated and the language domain to be examined, the annotations which promise the best results can be used in a targeted manner. Ideally, the annotations are based not only on different algorithms, but also on different training data.

4.4. DeReKo-based distributional analysis

Having a long history in providing and using distributional models based on collocation analysis for paradigmatic and syntagmatic analysis (Keibel and Belica, 2007), we now investigate the pros and cons of these models in comparison to models based on word embeddings with respect to different linguistic applications. For this purpose we have developed a pipeline for training structured skip-gram networks (Ling et al., 2015) and building a collocation frequency database from DeReKo-releases, as well as a web interface to explore and compare them for syntagmatic (see figure 3) and paradigmatic relations. The interface will be made available shortly. For the publication of the underlying models, however, we first need to investigate the possible implications on additional license fees and compensations to the VG WORT (see section 2.2).

4.5. Using DeReKo in contrastive studies

In order to make DeReKo reusable also in contrastive and cross-linguistic studies DeReKo takes part in two initiatives

4KorAP can be accessed via: http://korap.ids-mannheim.de/kalarma/. The source code is published openly under the BSD-2 license under http://github.com/KorAP. For pull requests, please consider using KorAP’s Gerrit Code Review http://korap.ids-mannheim.de/gerrit.

5Freely available without registration via our open lab under http://corpora.ids-mannheim.de/ccdb
Figure 4: KorAP example query in a virtual collection using the Poliqarp QL, showing the currently available annotation layers for one hit (POS: CoreNLP, MarMoT, OpenNLP, TreeTagger; lemma: TreeTagger; morphology: MarMoT, constituency: CoreNLP; dependency: Malt (not visible)).

Figure 5: Preview of the upcoming interface for exploring and comparing collocation-based and word-embedding-based DeReKo-models showing the result of a classical collocation analysis for Germany’s Anglicism of the Year 2017 “Influencer” on the right-hand side and word-embedding based collocators on the left-hand side.
that aim at providing comparable corpora: (1) *The International Comparable Corpus (ICC)* (Kirk and Čermáková, 2017) and (2) *The European Reference Corpus (EuReCo)* (Kupietz et al., 2017). Both initiatives have in common that rather than building comparable corpora from scratch they try to re-use existing corpora and currently mostly rely upon national and reference corpora. However, while the ICC tries to mimic roughly the composition of the International Corpus of English (ICE) (Greenbaum, 1996), EuReCo takes a bottom up approach that relies on DeReKo's and KorAP's concept of virtual corpora or virtual collections (Kupietz et al., 2016). The key idea of the approach is to allow drawing virtual comparable corpora dynamically from tuples of the (monolingual) source corpora based on metadata categories like date of publication, genre, text type and topic domain, as well as mappings between the respective taxonomies of these metadata categories that are used in the source corpora. Currently, such a mapping is being built for DeReKo and the Reference Corpus of Contemporary Romanian Language (CoRoLa) Romanian Academy (2017), Mittelhauer et al. (2014) within the DRuKoLA-project (Cosma et al., 2016), and for the Hungarian National Corpus (HNC; Hungarian Academy of Sciences (2018), Oravec et al. (2014), within the DeutUng project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Query (Poliqarp-syntax)</th>
<th>mio. hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[orth=&quot;das&quot; &amp; tt/p=PRELS]</td>
<td>6,75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[orth=&quot;das&quot; &amp; corenlp/p=PRELS]</td>
<td>6,49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[orth=&quot;das&quot; &amp; (tt/p=PRELS</td>
<td>corenlp/p=PRELS)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[orth=&quot;das&quot; &amp; (tt/p=PRELS &amp; corenlp/p=PRELS)]</td>
<td>5,65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Query results for ‘das’, annotated as relative pronoun by: (1) TreeTagger, (2) CoreNLP, (3) TreeTagger or CoreNLP, (4) TreeTagger and CoreNLP – with the respective number of hits in DeReKo-2016-I (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 2016).

5. Conclusion

DeReKo is a very large corpus resource for contemporary German that is continuously expanded and improved. Current developments concern new licensing opportunities, the integration of new text types, and new possibilities for querying and analyzing DeReKo via KorAP – in future also within contrastive research scenarios.
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